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The Hertfordshire and North London area has a large population of more than 6.5 million people in a space of 3,200 km2 which can put pressure on local water resources. 
The Environment Agency has commissioned Mott MacDonald to construct a new groundwater model for this area to improve simulation of existing hydraulic parameters 
and water supply abstractions. The model is constructed using a newly built and parameterised 4R recharge model for the Hertfordshire Chalk model area using soil, 
geology, land use and topography to determine the recharge parameters. Existing groundwater models in the area are combined to form the basis of the MODFLOW 
groundwater model followed by a rigorous calibration process to smooth out anomalies and improve overall calibration. The regional models, from which the basis of the 
Hertfordshire Chalk model is constructed, are the South West Chilterns (SWC), Vale of St. Albans (VSA), Rib Ash Stort (RAS) and part of the Cam Bedford Ouse (CBO). 

Construction of a new recharge model in 4R for 
the model area

Abstract

Scope of Project

Combine four existing groundwater models to 
form basis of a MODFLOW groundwater model 

Input fully refined hydrogeological data and time series Calibration and refinement to create a fit for purpose model

• 271,500 cells (101,355 active cells)
• Un-rotate VSA model
• Inclusion of newly updated and refined SWC model
• 1 layer with 2nd non-active layer (apart from VSA dual storage)
• Initial hydraulic parameters based on existing EA models
• In area of VSA and RAS overlap, VSA has priority as better 

calibrated

• Recharge parameters based on spatial distribution of surface 
geology (1:50k), soils, land use and component models

• 6802 stream cells based on topography, LiDAR and UK line data
• Karst streams simulated in Vale of St. Albans model area
• Thames Basin PET dataset used to simulate potential 

evapotranspiration and extrapolated to areas not covered 
based on the geology and land use

DISTRIBUTED INFILTRATION (mm/d)
Distributed infiltration parameters applied to model for component 
models (above) and for the Hertfordshire model (right). Note the 
improved detail in the Hertfordshire model as it is based on surface 
geology (BGS 50k).  
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Further refinement has been carried out to improve on these areas of 
calibration and a well calibrated 4R model has been constructed and any 
further significant  refinements are to be carried out in MODFLOW.

Existing EA models in area 
provide a basis for the 
Hertfordshire model 4R and 
MODFLOW parameters.

Initial Results
The four existing models, used as the basis of the Hertfordshire Chalk model parameterisation, have proven 
challenging to merge with discrepancies at the sutures. Refinement of datasets has been carried out for the 
4R recharge model, including reduction of actual evapotranspiration and inclusion of recharge attenuation. 
The 4R model shows that stream flows are increasing and receding too rapidly when compared with 
observed baseflow. Refinement of the MODFLOW model, including lowering hydraulic conductivity and 
increase storage, has improved the calibration relative to baseflow but still simulates higher heads than 
observed. 
Overall, the Hertfordshire Chalk model aims to be an improvement relative to the component models
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Stream routing

In areas of overlap, a dominant model and its properties is defined, 
this is based on how well the component models are calibrated.

Average heads (mAOD) 
in component model

The MODFLOW model has been merged
from the 4 component models in the area. 
A model run has been carried out with the 
calibrated 4R model input. 
Difficulties in merging the component 
models include:
• Changes in model properties along 

boundaries
• Defining an appropriate hydraulic 

boundary
• Un-rotate the VSA model
• Differences in number of  layers in 

models (storage properties)
• VKD is active in some component 

models (SWC) and not in others

Initial results for the merged  MODFLOW 
model  runs simulate higher heads than 
observed in many of the catchments and 
stream flows are increasing and receding 
too rapidly when compared with observed 
baseflow. 

Hertfordshire Chalk 
model location

4R RECHARGE MODEL

Recharge properties are based on existing spatial datasets,  as opposed to 
merging component models properties as we believe this results in a better 
calibrated and more detailed model. Initial calibration has shown:

• Good general water balance in all catchments, some local refinements 
to properties required

• Properties applied to Clay with Flints surface geology result in higher 
than expected run-off rates

• Stort catchment uniformly high water volumes as a result of surface 
water discharge in same cell

• Actual evapotranspiration commonly too high in catchments 
dominated by arable land use

• Recharge attenuation, proportional to depth to groundwater, applied to 
assess impact

Applying dual storage properties, VKD and increasing storage to other areas of the model 
would alter calibration. Currently, there is no scope to investigate this but could prove 
interesting in regards to the overall calibration of the model. 

• Extend existing datasets to December 2015, model run will be from Jan-1970 – Dec-2015
• Quality check of all provided data including cross-check with water companies
• Refine data to improve model and include newly accepted hydraulic conceptualisation
• Local scale refinements may be required but are difficult to simulate at this scale

• It is important that the model is built to improve real world water resource management
• Accurately document what the model is capable of simulating and any limitations 
• Ensure the model is fit for purpose and end-user friendly
• This includes upload of the model to the Environment Agency’s NGMS scenario analysis tool

4R recharge model calibration (historical): 
Simulated (HER012) surface water flows compared to observed flows and baseflow. 

MODFLOW model (historical) (run with HER012 4R model): 
Simulated (Herts041) surface water flows compared to observed flows and baseflow.

LTA Infiltration Recharge (mm/yr) LTA Interflow Release (mm/yr) LTA Runoff Rehcarge(mm/yr)

4R model input: improving spatial resolution of the recharge model

4R model output

Average heads for the 
merged MODFLOW model 
pre-calibration (mAOD)

The model is being constructed with 2 layers. Dual storage is used across the model but is 
inactive where not present in component model (active in VSA area). The second ‘empty’ 
layer will future-proof the model.
Similarly, MODFLOW-VKD is applied across the model but will be inactive where not 
present in original model.

Average heads for the 
most recent version of 
the  calibrated 
MODFLOW model (work 
in progress) (mAOD)

Smoothing out of the model parameters 
at the boundaries has been carried out, 
particularly important in the area where 
the VSA., RAS and CBO join.
Lowered hydraulic conductivity and 
increased storage runs are now being 
carried out to improve head elevations 
and baseflow contributions.

The 4R recharge model outputs 
reflect the improved detail of 
the input matrices, with higher 
resolution spatial plots. The 
inputs and outputs are cross-
referenced with properties of 
the original models as it is 
important that we improve on 
the original models without 
significant deviation.

Smoothing out 
of properties at 
join sutures

Infilling of data 
where required 
based on geology 
and surrounding 
model properties

Area of no 
existing model

Step changes at the 
model join sutures

MODFLOW GROUNDWATER MODEL:


